Irradiation of cryogenic temperature sensors by gamma dose of 1 MGy.
This article presents results of investigations of the cryogenic thermometers which can operate under high radiation environment. To clarify the temperature shifts due to gamma irradiation up to 1 MGy, the platinum (two types), carbon-glass, and TVO temperature sensors have been tested. Before the irradiation run, the selected sensors were calibrated and a series of experiments was carried out under irradiation of the sensors at 77.3 and 293 K when their readings were taken in situ. Afterwards, the postirradiation evolution (short and long time) of the sensors was measured at 4.2, 77.3, and 293 K. The results, depending on the type of the sensor, can be optimistic or pessimistic. Some comparisons with analogous data for fast neutron treatment have also been made.